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HARDING COLLEGE, SEARCY, ARKANSAS

Harding ·Will Host

Arkansas Publications
Workshop Thursday
On Thursday, Oct. 29, Harding will act as host to the
Arkansas College Publications Association fall workshop.
Delegates from all fourteen member colleges are expected
to attend.
The highlight of the day's
events will be a luncheon meeting at which yearbook awards
will be presented to the colleges
who had the best annuals last
year. Paul Farris, sponsor of the
ACPA, will present the awards.
Mr. Perrin Jones, editor of The
Searcy Citizen, will deliver the
main speech. Bennie Porter,
editor of the Bison, will be the
toastmaster of the luncheon,
which is to be held in the
Emerald Room of the Student
Center.
Registration begins at 9:00 a.m.
in the American Studies Building and at 9:30 in the AS auditorium. Dr. Clifton Ganus will
extend an official welcome to the
delegates. The ACP A president
is to make announcements and
present organization business at
the same meeting.

Nuesch, co-editor of the Henderson Oracle; and "Photography,
Illustration," Tom Loney of Harding.
The Harding Press, which is
managed by Herman West, will
hold open house from 2-2:45 p.m.
"Trouble Shooting Your Yearbook Problems" is the subject
of a one hour discussion that is
set to begin at 3 p.m. At the
same time in the auditorium Vernon McDaniel of College of the
Ozarks will be chairman of a
panel discussion on "What Can
Be Done to Improve the Paper."
Members of the panel will be
George Carter, editor of The
Arka-Tech; Joyce Cook, business
manager of the Hendrix Profile';
Herman West of the Harding
Press; and Gerald Ebker, Harding
Student Association president. A
four-minute statement from each
panelist will be followed by general discussion. The workshop
will adjourn after a final business
session at 4 o'clock.

Calvin Manner, editor of the
Stuttgart Daily Leader, is to
speak at 10:00 a.m. on the subject "How to Be a College
Editor." At the same time in
Room 215 John . Clark, a rep- SA Committee Plans
resentative of the company that November Talent Show
prints Harding's Petit Jean yearA student committee for the
book (Semco Color Press of Oklahoma City), will speak on Nov. 13 talent show has been
"What Makes a Successful Year- announced by Mary Redwine,
chairman of SA-. entertainment
book.11
committee.
Group meetings for newspaper
The director of the show is
personnel are scheduled to begin
at 10:30 a.m. The subjects and Gary McAchron. Working with
the chairmen in charge are: "Edi- hi.'m will be Augustine Hendrix,
torial problems, Organization, and producer; Art Voyles, stage manaStaff," representative of ASTC; ger; Dean Priest, lights; and Jean"Business Management, Advertis- nine Stowe and Linda Hunter,
ing Sales and Layouts," Russell publicity.
The theme for the Student AsSimmons of Harding; "News and
Feature Writing," William R. sociation sponsored event has
Bell of Ark. A & M; "Make-up, been designated, but it will be
Headlines, Typography," Claude announced at a later date.

These three campus beauties were nominated by the football squad as candidates for Football Festival Queen. From left to right
they are: Nelda Roach, Carolyn Barton, and Virginia Organ. The student body will choose the winner during chapel Saturday.

Parade, Coronation Of Queen, Grid Contest
To Highlight. Football Festival Celebration
Football festival activities on
Sat., Oct. 21, will celebrate the
return of Harding College this
fall to intercollegiate football.
Highlight of the celebration
will be the election and coronation of a festival queen, chosen from three senior class nomi-

SPECIAL BULLETIN
Harding Nurse Attends
Health Association Meet

Mrs. Mabel French, R.N., supervisor of the Harding health
center recently attended a twoday meeting of the College
Health Association in Galveston,
Tex.
The nationwide meeting to
which University of Texas MediSummerlin, Ouachita Baptist Colcal School was host was held
lege; "Sports Writing,'' Freddie Pantry Shelf Item, Tomato Soup Oct. 16-17.

Skyro~ketsAt

Home In Modern Space Age

By Sue Vinther

In these days of racing to the moon, missiles and
skyrockets are in the news. Have you met Harding's
Skyrockets?
,
We saw them blast off for the first time last spring
while they were still the "Freed-Hardeman Quartet." In
a highly praised chapel program they introduced them- jor by preaching regularly, and
his wife is preparing to teach
selves in song.
The first stage in this rocket
is Don Bracklin. He left Town
Creek, Alabama, interested in
music, and he is now in his junior year with this major. An
education minor, personal work,
and his wife, Dolores, are also
important parts of his life and
preparation.
Stage two is Jim Williams of
Savannah, Tennessee. He is already exercising his Bible ma-

grade school. He also confesses
to playing the saxaphone and admiring Pat Boone.
Meet stage three - Pat Phillips. Besides preparing to teach
music and leading singing in his
home town, Memphis, Pat is
married to an elementary education major, Linda. When Don
gets out his guitar, Pat joins Jim
in the sax section, and they are
ready for stage four.

Carolyn Barton and Nelda Roach.
An elementary education major
from Shreveport, La., Miss Organ is serving as president of the
Omega Phi women's social club.
Miss Barton, also an elementary

nees. Added attractions will be
a 5 p.m. parade in the Searcy
business district ?-nd crowning
of the queen before the football
game at 8 p.m.
Candidates for the queen, who
were chosen by the football players, are senio·r s Virginia Organ,

998 Students How
Attend Harding
Harding student enrollment
now stands at 998, a twelve per
cent increase over the 1958-59
fall enrollment.
Division according to classes is:
383 freshmen, 229 sophomores,
205 juniors, and 155 seniors. The
total enrollment also includes
nine graduate students, six postgraduate students, and 11 special
students.
These students represent ten
foreign countries and 40 states.
Two hundred and eleven students are here on scholarships
and 36 are veterans. There are
49 part time students and 116
non-degree students on campus.
After considering these facts
Dean L. C. Sears commented,
"We are not anxious for big
enrollments, yet we do want to
do our part in meeting the responsibilities of education so
badly needed in our country.
Our main interest here is to give
a 'high quality' of education to
those who do come to Harding."

Winners in the run-off election for class attendants to the
festival queen are Loleta Meredith, freshman; Faye England
sophomore; Carolyn Sweet, junior; and Pat Sutherlin, senior.
education major, from Birmingham, Ala., is a member of the
Regina social club. From Springlake, Tex., Miss Roach is a member of the Ju Go Ju social club at
Harding. One of these three will
occupy the royal throne on the
float for the queen and her attendants in the parade Saturday
afternoon. Class attendants were
selected from three nominee finalists of each class.
Nominees in the run-off at
presstime are:' freshmen, Loleta
Meredith, Barbara Godsey, Dot
Deese; sophomores , Faye England, Claudette Faulk, Beverly
Gatlin; juniors, Carolyn Sweet,
Edna Knore, Kirsten Christensen;

That's the bass and piano
player, Yoshio Inomata. Having
received a degree in music from
the University of Tokoyo, his
school work consists of graduate
studies in education and music.
The only unmarried quartet
member, he also has a tentative
eye on more show business.
And what versatile skyrockets!
Upon their organization in 1957,
they began singing music that
was popular in the early 1900's
(barbershop to some of us). Since
then they have come up to date
with rhythm 'n' blues and a
dash of rock 'n roll. And they're
willing to perform ballads or Science Club Officers
classics if that's what people ask
for. Including their hymns and Hear ,Dr. Harlow Shapely
spiritual selections, their reperThe Science Club held its first
toire numbers about 150.
meeting of the year, Tuesday
The Skyrockets did a regular night, Oct. 13, in the American
radio show during school last Studies Auditorium:. Two Bell
year and 200 programs, which Telephone films, "Crystal Clear"
took them to 15 states. This and "Bottle of Magic,'' were
summer their trips were fueled shown.
Maurice Lawson, sponsor, gave
and guided by Harding. According to the reports from the camps the science magic, which was
and cities where they performed, demonstration of the gyroscope.
The two officers not elected in
th~ir 15,000 miles of travel were
worthwhile to the audiences artd the spring, were chosen. They
are Lynn Merrick, sec.-treas., and
to the school.
Harold Tandy, rep.-hist. The two
Would you like to witness the other oficers are Myra Dasher;
Skyrockets? The quartet mem- pres. and Homer Anderson, yicebers are selling their record for pres.
75 cents. They'd like your money
Thursday night, · Oct. 15, Mr.
for a song. There are plans for Lawson took three of the officers,
a television performance Oct. 24., Myra Dasher, Homer Anderson,
as , well as a regular program and Lynn Merrick to Arkansas
they are considering.
College in Batesville, to hear Dr.
The Skyrockets are shooting Harlow Shaply, Harvard Astronofor the next two years together mer and Danforth lecturer, iSpeak.
while they finish school. This
The next meeting of the club
summer may find them singing will be Tuesday, Oct. 27, when
for a senator's supper. Beyond the program will be provided by
'61? Even the scientists don't the University of Arkansas medical center personnel.
know!

a

The Skyrockets-Male Quartet. From left to right they are:
Yoshio Inomata, Pat Phillips, Jim Williams and Don Bracklin.

and seniors, Sue Vinther, Pat
Sutherlin, Judy Parks.
Harding's band, the cheerleaders, football players and eight
floats made by men's and women's social clubs will also be in
the parade. A cash prize will
be awarded for the best float.
A chapel program including
the queen nominees, band, pep
club, football boys, and coach
will be held Saturday to begin
the festivities of the day. This
program is under the direction
of Lynn Alexander and James
Kellett.
In pre-game ceremonies the
queen will be crowned by the
football team captain and President George Benson will give
a short talk.
Half time entertainment will
be presented by the band and
a twirling routine will be given
by Gerry Stone and Jini Grady.
The football game between the
Harding Bisons and the Southern
State Mule Riders from Magnolia
will be the finale of football festival activities.
Don Courcier is directing the
parade and the committee for
planning the queen's float includes Jean Hulett, Anne Bixler,
Kirsten Christensen, and J eutonne Patton.

Dr. Ott Rejoins Harding Faculty
With Ph.D. Degree From Vanderbilt
Dr. Roy Ott, associate professor of economics, returns to Harding's campus this fall after receiving his Ph.D. degree from
Vanderbilt University.
After having taught at Harding for a year, he was granted
a leave of absence in June, 1956,
that continued until August,
1959, when he completed his
graduate work.
During the
first two years Dr. Ott was aided by a Ford Foundation grant
for preparation of college teachers.
For the last year of his graduate work, Dr. Ott received one
of 30 Ford Foundation doctoral
dissertation grants awarded during that year. His 't hesis topic
was "Employment Trends in the
Textile Industry, 1947-1957."
Dr. Ott received a B.S. in engineering from Parks Air College in 1943. After doing structural analysis on airplanes at
Douglas Aircraft, he entered
Hendrix College, from which he
graduated in 1947 with a B.S.
in economics.
He then did
graduate work at Vanderbilt, obtaining an M.S. in 1950, and
taught at David Lipscomb College.

Dr. Roy Ott
Dr. Ott and his wife, the former Mary White, are the parents of three sohS, Anrdew, age
7; Robert, 4; and Alan, 11
months.
In. emphas\zing the importance
of graduate schooling, Dr. Ott
said, "I think it's very desirable
that a person with the aptitude
and interest not stop at the
bachelor's level, but pursue his
studies toward a graduate or
professional degree.
He will
never find it easier to do than
when he graduates from college."
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Is Chapel a Study Hall?
The Harding student who can truthfully say
that he has never attempted to study in chapel is
indeed a rare specimen. This is a common failing
that we share, and it will . take no little effort to
overcome the habit. I have tried to determine my
own reasons for not using chapel as a study hall,
and 'r express them h~re in the hope that these observations will help someone to solve his own problem in this area.
Since chapel precedes some of the most important classes for many of us, we are tempted to grab
a quick review of our notes, or to finish reading an
English assignment, or to memorize physics formulas. And if a test is scheduled for later in the morning, the pressure for last minute cramming is almost
unbearable. Each time that we succumb to the
temptation, it becomes easier to open a textbook
during chapel. The solution to this phase of t~e
problem is relatively simple. All we have to do IS
adequately prepare for our classes before coming to
chapel.
Assuming that all of us have enough conscience
to keep us from completely ignoring chapel proceedings, I wonder if we really learn anything ~y div_iding our attention between a book and what IS takmg
place on the stage. Who among us can recall making a higher score on a test for the sole re:ison that
he studied in chapel? It should be obvwus that
trying to concentrate on two things at once is not
the best way to study. Fifteen minutes of study in
a quiet place should be worth more than forty-five
minutes of distraction-filled reading.
Consider for a moment the fact that ,several
hundred college students and assorted professors
form · an extremely critical audience. The prospect
of facing such a group is enough to give an experienced public speaker an extra twinge of stage fright.
The high degree of intelligence of those present
sharpens the sting of the insult when we do not
listen to the speaker. If you were the speaker
would you appreciate an audience in which more
than a few persons were concentrating on the book
in their lap? Even if we aren't interested, courteous
listening is the Christian thing to do.
In our student body there are a few belligerent
persons who deliberately and obnoxiously make
known the fact that they do not appreciate chapel.
These individuals need help. But how can we assist
them in overcoming their open rebellion if we are
indifferent hypocrites? We have no right to criticize their actions if we make no conscious effort
to improve our own attitude.
In summary, if you have a weak conscience, if
you don't need a mid-morning break in mental te~
sion, if you have no sympathy for the speaker, or if
you do not care to set a good example, use chapel
as a study hall.
There is a danger that if we develop the habit of studying in the latter part of ~he
chapel period, we may slip further and study durmg
the devotional. Such action would constitute insincere worship, a subject which Solomon spoke of
in this manner: "Keep thy foot when thou goest to
the house of God, and be more ready to hear, than
to give the sacrifice of fools: for they consider not
that they do evil. Do not rash with thy mouth, and
let not thine heart be hasty to utter anything before
God: for God is in heaven and thou upon earth:
therefore let thy words be few." (Eccl. 5:1-2) -R.B.

"Examine Yourselves"
Il COR. 13.5
By Benny Stephens
Self-examination is very difficult. It's much easier to examine those around us; to see their
failings and to criticize the things
we see in them we don't like. It
would be wonderful if each of us
could stop and take an honest
look at our own lives at least
once a week, or more often if
necessary.
The Critic
The faultfinder or critic usually criticizes the things in others
that are amiss in his life; and in
most cases his life is in much
worse shape than those with
which he finds fault. Jesus talks
about the faultfinder in Matt.
7:3-5; and Lk. 6:41-42. He says:
"And why beholdest thou the
mote that is in thy brother's
eye, but considerest not the
beam that is in thine own eye?
Thou Hypocrite, cast out first
the beam out of thine own eye;
and then shalt thou see clearly
to cast out the mote out of thy
brother's
eye."
A "mote"
is a very small object, such as a speck or small
particle of dust. A "beam" is a
very large object or piece of
timber such as a log. Jesus is
saying the faultfinder tries to
point out the smallest things in
the lives of others, when he is
laden down with many faults.
The little things in his brother's
life look large to him because
his vision is blurred by his own
faults.
The Humble
We need to examine ourselves
and get our lives in order with
God, then we can in a spirit of
love · and humility help those
around us. The reason many
of us are ineffective in our service to God is because we don't
practice what we preach. We
are willing to accept suggestions
from a good humble sincere
Christian, but we decline the
suggestiqns of those we believe
to be unwilling to admit their
faults. They lack the sincerity
and humility it takes to be effective for Christ. Paul says in
Gal. 6:1, "Brethren, even if a
man be overtaken in any trespass, ye who are spiritual, restore such a one in a spirit of ·
gentleness; looking to thyself, lest
thou also be tempted." If we
try to help those we associate
with in the spirit of gentleness,
we will be effective for Christ.
The Insincere

I?J.sincerity has , been condemned throughout the ages in
God's Word. Jesus calls such
people hypocrits. Sometimes we
are able to fool others for awhile. Little things in our lives
separate us from God, but we
..:·:
I\
continue to play the role of a
:-~lt!lardi. ~
Christian. In such cases we are
trying to fool ourselves and our
•
brethren, but we canno·t fool
·Editor .................................................................. Bennie, J. Porter God. How many of us could
Business Manager ...... :............. :................................. Larry Hand
be called a Christian if everyone knew our lives as well as we
Assistant Editor .. .. ..... .. .. .. .. .. ... . ........ .. .......... .. ... Royce Bankhead
Faculty Advisor ........................................................ Neil B. Cope do when we take an honest look.
The poet, Mrs. J. F. Moser,' states
News Editor .................................................... .......... Anita Stone
it this way:
News Staff ..... ..... .. Virginia Leatherwood, Mignon Durham,
Would I be called a Christian,
Sandra Richardson, Patsy Maclin, Linda Henderson,
If ev'rybody knew
Sara Sue Helms, Edna Knore, Sandra Harrington,
My secret thought and feelings,
Peggy Hodge.
And ev'rything I do•?
Sports Editor . ... .. ... .. .. ... .. .... .... ... .. ....... .. . .. . ... .. .... ... ... . .. Jim Brown
Oh, could they see the likeness
Sports Staff .................. .. Ed Higginbotham, Timmy Rhodes,
Of Christ in me, each day?
Ken Nicholson, Edna Lamberson, Leon Sizemore, Lewis
Oh, could they hear Him speakWalker, Jim Citty.
ing,
Society Editor ... .... :.................................................. Lynn Merrick
In ev'ry word I say?
Society Staff .. .... ......... ................................... .......... Gail Lanier
Would I be called a Christian,
Religious Editor .. ....... .. ... .................... ........... ....... Jack Campbell
If anyone could know
Religious Staff ........ John Lau, Benny Stephens, Dee Hillin.
That I am found in places
Feature Editor ............................................................ Grace Davis
Where Jesus would not go?
Feature Staff .. .................. Barbara Campbell, Martha Doak,
Oh, could they hear His echo
Lanelle Gammill, Linda Henderson, Edna Knore, VirIn every song I sing?
ginia Leatherwood, Kathy Maddox, Ann Richardson,
In eating, drinking, dressing,
Peggy Strader, Diana Woodie, Sue Vinther, Martha
Could they see Christ, my
McGill.
King?
Columnists ................ David Finley, Pat Forsee, Tom Wofford,
Would I be called a Christian,
Ralph Odom, Maurice Haynes, Ann Richardson, Paula
If judged by what I read?
Obrecht.
By all my recreations,
Copy Editor .. .... .. .. ... . ... ....... .. ... .. . .. .... ......... .. .... .... . ...... Fay Conley
And every thought and deed?
Copy Readers . .. .. .. .. .... .. .. .. .. . Georgie Claypool, Gaylon Bach,
Could I be counted Christ-li}ce,
Edna Knore, Clyde ... Bowers, John Lau.
As I now work and pray?
Proof Readers ................................ Lynn Merrick, Linda Graff Unselfish, kind, forgiving
William Ainsworth, Betty Hendrix, Kay Doak.
To others ev'ry day?
Cartoonist ........ ...... .... ............................................. ... Bob Wallace
Photographer . .. ... .... ... .... .. .............. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. . ... .. .. .... .. . Bob Tucker
Circulation Manager .. ..... .............. ........................... Margie Clark
CHAPEL SCHEDULE
Circulation Staff .. ... .... .. ... ... .. . .. Sandra Powell, Sue Vinther,
Norma Evans, Lanelle Gammill, Ruth Plank, Jeanette
fri., Oct. 23-Student Assoc.
New, Gaston Tarbet.
Sat., Oct. 24-Short Chapel
Subscription Price: $2 Per Year
Tues., Oct. 27-Mr. Richard
Official student weekly newspaper published during the
Baggett, Mt!mphis, Tenn.
regular academic year except holidays and four examination
Wed.,
Oct. 28-Short Chapel
weeks, by the students of Harding College, Searcy, Arkansas.

: : : : ft.!:!f: ~~:t.:.:·~!·.·
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Entered as second class matter August 18, 1936 at
Searcy, Arkansas, Post Office under act of March 3, 1879.

Thurs., Oct. 29-Dr. Robert
Meyers

T RIvIA

"Of course I'm enjoying pledge week!"

SPOTLIGHT

.-t

ON

By Maurice Haynes
The sun in West Texas dawns,
steals silently over the naked
horizon unheralded by any spectacular burst of light or by any
swift surge of warmth, but only
by the soft orange glow of the
slowly waking day. And after
reluctantly arising like some
drowsy-headed
school-boy, the
sun-invigorated by the cool of
the early morning-quickly regains its usual energies leaping
high along its daily path and
shouting in a warm golden voice
until, exhausted by such exuberant play, it drearly plods along
-sometimes hesitant; sometimes
completel)I" motionless, • basking
in its own warmth, sleepily murmuring in a hot, dry whisper. At
such times, the dozing land below is normally stirred to· wakefulness by a constant breeze
from the south or southwest.
But on occasions the wind fails
and then the land slumbers in
a still, sweaty weariness.
West Texas on such a day was
the setting of my dream. Standing in the central position of the
image, the only vertical figure
of any size to break the stark
horizonals of the South Plains,
was a small, white frame building.
Around
the
building,
parched ground - cracked by an
ancient drought, stubbled with
the broken stalks of seared crops
- stretched in dismal fire to the
eternal horizon.
Some movement, perhaps some puttering
tractor hidden by sheer distance
and the wavering, land-hugging
veil of shimmering heat, raised
a hovering plume of slowly
drooping red dust. The sun, a
globe of fierce, white flame, sat
immobile in a pale, sickly sky.
The land lay with ferverish
cheeks flushed with the fatal
plague.
Only the building stood impervious to the ague. The paint, in
perfect condition, reflected a
brilliant white.
The ceramic
door-knob felt smooth and uncracked to my hand. And inside,
the varnished hardwood floor,
free from the cushioning of any
carpet, echoed my steps with
harsh certainty.
One medial
aisle divided the rows of darkstained pine pews, each pew having three book-racks, each bookrack holding two brown paperback song books.
The clearglass windows cast sharp, angular bolts of severe light over the
simple furniture producing an
orderly rhythm of shadow and
a total impression of · strict austerity - an enigmatic projection
of the silent, blistered plains.
But the front of the building
affected a paradox. For where
typically the pulpit would have
been, there rose instead a symmetrical mound covered with a
thick, but close-cut, grass. At
one end and on opposite sides of
the mound were two ~ases of
velvet-red chrysanthemums; between, a short white-pine board
driven at a crude angle into the
earth on which were scrawled
these, and only these, words:
Born in 1828
A Beautiful Child,
I Died Waiting
For My Betrothed.

HARDING
By Pat Forsee

What does maturity mean to
you?
Harold Valentine: The reality
that life is not as rosy as it
looks.
Sandra Herndon: Getting old!
John Lau: Self-pushing.
Georgia Davis: That's about as
"fur" as we can go · · ·
Merle Coffman: Oh, me . . .
When one reaches the peak both
physically and mentally.
Myra Dasher: The ability to accept thin~s as they are.
Timmy Rhodes: Learning for
myself.
Lenora Cross: Being able to
make your own decisions.
Jack Campbell: Adequately
mental developed person.
'
Martha Bennefield: Learning to
make my own decisions . . .
marriage.

Finley's Findings
By David Finley
For year s men have been asking the fundamental question,
"Where did we come from?"
Modern science has solved our
dilemma man came from a
missing link which came from a
missing link which came from
a reptile which came from a
missing link which came from a
missing link, etc. Unfortunately,
this avid interest in our ancestors has caused us to neglect the
study of the fate of oul' progeny.
And so, my fortunate readers, I
am bringing to your attention
the theories of Dr. Marcus Diffendoffer, who is famous for his
recent paper on the relationship
of Hegel's dialectical theory with
implicit differentiation. His comments are hereby reproduced unexpurgated:
"By the year 8202, man will
have a brain about twice as big
as the present one. His arms
and legs will have become greatly weakened since the highly
mechanized society in which he
lives render~ these appendages
nearly useless. At this time, man
will be able to control his machine through electric impulses
emanating from the brain. When
this faculty is developed completely, man will progress further and become all brain. By
this time all other animal and
plants will have recognized their
poor adaptations and will have
become extinct.
"Faced with the food shortage
the brain will adapt itself to feed
entirely on a chemical nutrient.
Since worry disturbs physiological processes and is therefore a
hindrance to survival, natural
selection will eliminate those
nerve 'fibers which produce feelings of despair. The brain shall
receive esthetic delights by stimulating certain nerve fibers wit~
electrical charges. In time, the
brain will be able to induce these

It's here again. That furious
week of pledging. It presents a
rather unnatural situation which
becomes emotionally trying on
both pledges and pledge masters.
It. would seem necessary, also,
for everyone to take note of the
purpose of this period. It is not
a week set aside to see just how
mean people can be or how sarcastically one can treat a pledge.
This is a get acquainted time;
a time to integrate and orientate
the pledge to the attitudes and
policies of the organization of
which he shall become a member.
The attitude ~f good fun and
enjoyment, if held by all, would
be of tremendous value. The
last thing anyone would want to
accomplish is a feeling of antagonism among the components of
the organization. If you, as a
new addition to a club, can work
and play with the old members,
it adds a certain unity of spirit.
Of course the pledges develop a
certain unity among themselves
for they are brothers in the same
trials.
When one has to work for
something, it affords a feeling
of attainment and a feeling that
it was worthwhile. This is the
same in all areas of life. The
people who build floats for the
parade will have a pride in accomplishment, of being creative.
Building a float is not the same
as pledging, yet the principle is.
You feel that you have been a
part of building and maintaining
an excellent social organization.
This is a busy week and studies may suffer a little, but the
lack of time will encourage more
concentrated effort. Working together we can make this week
really momentous - the "wildest" pledge week and the most
exciting and beautiful homecoming. A key to this is three words,
"Spirit, Spirit, Spirit."
Laugh
often during pledge week and
yell loud for homecoming.
feelings of pl~asure entirely
through physiological processes.
At this time the brain will become complete oblivious to the
environment.
"Then the brain will gradually
become more and more efficient
until specialization ceases and it
becomes a 99.84% perfectly functioning cell. Since sickness and
all organic malfunctions will have
disappeared by this time, there
will be no need for reproduction
and hence it will cease. Then in
the year 1.26 x 103s A.D., the
cell ·will take one more stride toward perfection and become pure matter. Now there has been
a theory advanced by Slofenauphen that the matter shall become pure nothing, but this is
highly conjectural."

CAMPUS CALENDAR
Thursday., Oct. 22-American
Studies students return from trip.
Sat., Oct. 24-Football game
with Southern State.
Sun., Oct. 25-WHC doe outing at Wyldewood.
Thurs., Oct. 29-ACPA workshop on campus.

Soda/ Jfigltligltts
LYNN MERRICK, Society Editor

Gata Pledges Attend
Acceptance Tea Mon.
Seven GATA pledges, Jeannine
Stowe, Harriet Jett, Lorraine
Howard, Jeannie Oldham, Donna
Jean Knapp, Gail Laneer and
Margaret Skelton were present
at the acceptance tea held at
8:30 Monday night, Oct. 19, in
Paula Obrecht's room.

Kappa Kappa .Kappa
Observes Birthday
At Spaghetti Supper .

Dress Fabrics
Specializ:ing in Custom Made
Draperies
Patterns-Belts-Buttons
Notions of all kinds

Mrs. Clifton L. Ganus, sponsor, was hostess to the Tri Kappa
social club Fri. night, Oct. 16,
in her home. The occasion was
the club's 12th birthday. A spaghetti supper was served, and
white chiffon cake with 12 candles completed the festive atmosphere.
After supper the members had
a "work party" to complete
pledge materials, and a short
club meeting was held. Items of
business included pledge week
and the homecoming float. Miss
Mary Ellen Fletcher, a former
Tri Kappa, was a special guest.

Searcy Fabric Center
l 02 N. Spring

On campus 13 club members
observed their birthday with a
club breakfast Thursday morning. Kappa Kappa Kappa was
formed in 1947.

Next door to Kroh 's
WE WELCOME HARDING
FACULTY AND STUDENTS
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This year, Tri Kappa has
eleven "gopher girls." They are:
Betty Hendrix, Shirley Young,
~ Charlotte Warren, Barbara Hol~ lis, LaRue West brook, Karen Par§ tezna, Stevie Endres, Jan Morc ton, Carolyn Welch, Sue Watts,
~ and Sarah Brown.
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Get Your Film
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Tuesday night, Oct. 13, the
Beta Tau Gamma social club had
a short call meeting to choose
their pledges, who are: Wilma
Nelms, Phyllis Thurman, Edith
Pace, Adria Krummel, Shirley
Martin, Josephine Holt, Linda
Henderson, Beatrice B r ya n t,
Paula Woods, and Christel Kempfer.
. An acceptance tea for the new
members was given in the home
of the sponsor, Miss Irene Johnson, Mon. night, Oct. 19. The
new members received their
bows, pledge books, Thermostrockamortimer and instruction
for pledge week.
Rough initiation for the surviving pledges will be Fri. night,
Oct. 23, at Wyldewood, followed
by formal initiation Sunday, Oct.
25.

Eleven New Varments
For Delta Chi Omega
Eleven new members are being initiated into the Delta Chi
Omega social club. They are:
Shirley Baillie, Rochelle Stein,
Marjorie Jean Miller, Peggy Strader, Sandra Green, Myrna Green,
Linda Brightwell, Lois Norwood,
Carolyn Graf, Judy Hastings, and
Linda Daniel.
The pledges ( varments) met
with their sponsor 8.lld fourteen
pledge masters on Mon. night,
Oct. 19, for light refreshments
and instructions Jor the following
week.

Al·ways Welcome ·

=
~
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Searcy, Ark.
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The National Science Foundation announces plans to award
1,100 graduate and 125 post-doctoral fellowships. Awarded solely on the basis of ability, the fellowships may be applied to advanced study in the mathematical, physical, medical, · biological,
and engineering sciences, and the
following social sciences: geography, mathematical economics,
econometrics, demography, information and communication
theory, experimental and quantitative sociology and the history
and philosophy of science.
Fellowships are open to college
seniors, graduate and post-doctoral students, and other individuals with equivalent training and
experience. Final selection of applicants will be made by the
Foundation and awards announced on March 15, 1960.
The annual stipends are as follows: $1800 for the first year;
$2000 for the intermediate year;
and $2200 for the terminal year.
The annual stipend for post-doctoral Fellows is $4500. Limited
allowances will also be provided
to apply toward tuition, laboratory fees, and travel.
Further information and application materials may be obtained from the Fellowship Office, National Academy of Sciences-National Research Council,
2101 Constitution Ave., N.W.,
Washington 25, D. C. The deadline for the receipt of applications for regular post-doctoral
fellowships is December 22, 1959,
and for graduate fellowships,
January 1, 1960.
·

Tof ebts To Introduce
Toad In Pledge Week

TNT Members Guests
In Dr. Joe Pryor's Home
The T. N. T. club members and
their club queen, Miss Sarah
Baldwin, were guests of the sponsor, Dr. Joe Pryor, Sun. evening,
Oct. 18, following church services.
Following refreshments of tuna
salad and egg salad sandwiches,
fritos, potato chips, hot chocolate
and apple pie with whipped
cream, the club discussed plans
for pledge week and initiation.
Members present were, Phil Potter, Johnny Bryant, Dannie Skipper, Curtis Anderson, Jerry
Hughes, Max Chamberlain, Bill
Duwe, and Louis Boykin.

Ju Go Ju Has Tea
In Home of Sponsor

East End
Barber Shop

IDEAL SHOP

§

The Ju Go Ju social club held
an acceptance tea for their
pledges Oct. 19, at the home of
Mrs. Cecil Beck. The pledges
received instructions with regar d
to their duties and were informed
of certain "do's" and "don'ts"
for pledging,
The Ju Go Ju pledges are: Gail
Ball, Gayle Bevans, Syl'Via Citty,
Mignon Durham, Barbara Godsey, Sherry Huffstutter, Lynda'
Lloyd, and Diane Tatman.

1515 E. Race Ave.
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Across from Hart's Garage
TV -

Comfortable Chairs
Free Parking

YEARS OF EXPERIENCE

STOP -

SHOP and SAVE

Raymond Hill
Childers
Joe Cunningham

with

STERLING STORES
Searcy's Leading Sc-$1.00

*

for your every need
Completely Remodeled

*

e
e

TOP VALUE STAMPS

•

Anti Freeze Check
Steam Cleaning -

~~
.....

Congratulations Students

Stwv

BROWNIE
CAMERAS

These snapshot cameras
make color slides, ·too!
Just imagi11~! These remarkable
cameras make a// three kinds of
pictures - black - and - white
snaps, Kodacolor snaps, and
color slides with new Kodak
.Ektachrome 127 Film. Easy, too
-turn a lever to the type of film
you're using (color or blackand-white) then aim and shoot.

on your opportunity to attend

Russian History Studied
By Russian Mission Club
The Russian Mision Club met
Thursday night, Oct. 15, and
discussed briefly some of the
history of the Russian nation
and touched on the geographic
situation of its diverse lands.
For the coming Thursday
night, Oct. 22, Mrs. Perry Mason,
head of the Art. Department, is
scheduled to speak on Russian
art.
Earl Wilcox is the new club
sponsor.

European Club Decides
To Show Film on Europe
On Oct. 6, the European Club
heard Andy Ritchie discuss the
qualities necessary for a prospective missionary. Tuesday night,
C>ct. 20, the program was a panel
discussion on how to promote
mission 1mindedness in people.
For Nov. 3 the club plans to
have a film on one of the European countries. Attendance at
the meetings is increasing and
visitors are always welcome.

SPECIALIZING IN:
French Fries
e Big Burger-30c
Bar-B-Q-30c
e Malts-30c
Footlong Hot Dogs-2Sc
e · Shakes-25c
e Sundaes-15c-25c
Call in your order and it will be ready when
you drop by to pick it up.

$4.00

Mufflers

Open from ·10 awm. to I I p.m.

Spring & Pleasure
Searcy, Arkansas

FROZEN DELITE
BILL BALL, Owner

PHONE 911

Highway 67 East

·

Phone 909

Harding College

If you need shoes
LET US SERVE YOU
Morris and Sons is the place to go.•

SECURITY BANK

1I

from $5.95

HEADLEE DRUG

The Tofebt Toad will soon
make his debut. Pledge week
will be the first time the Tofebt
Toad will show his bulging ,eyes.
The newly adopted mascott ·will
meet his new pledges shortly.
His name will not be told until
pledge week.
.
Pledge week brings the time
so near,
As the Tofebt Toad will soon
• be here ...
All our pledges will share th~
load,
Of introducing the name of
our Toad . . .
So keep on watching and soon
you'll see,
What the name of the
Tofebt Toad will be ...
The Tofebts are pl~ng another active year. All of the
115 girls who passed through the
Tofebt room in open house were
introduced to the new club ofSandra Church is club
ficers.
pres.; Marjorie Hayes, vice-pres.;
Wilma Hunnicutt, sec.-treas.; and
J ap. Anderson, hist.

U-u·m·m·m Good

Vinson
Friendly ESSO

"Be Thrifty"

*

Graduate Fellowships
Offered In Sciences

With high hopes for the future,
several Harding students said "I
do" this summer and became
eligible for the married students
apartments.
The new MF. and Mrs. are:
Bob Tucker, Alice Stewart; Larry
Hand, Miriam McReynolds; Lewis
Robertson, Donna Adams; Butch
McClarey, Sandra Roberts; Gary
Ackers, Naomi Walker; Jim Martin, Judy Watson; John Adams,
Maxine McGee; Robert Ponder,
Jane Hally; Keith Floyd, Barbara
Taylor; Durden Pierce, Shirley
Cox; Jim Cox, Joyce Jennings.
Ronald Kersh, Rebecca"" Smith;
Chuck Lucas, Ann Traughber;
Benny Stephens, Gayle Claunch;
George Bessent, Shirley Fox;
Dean Priest, Carolyn Pogue; Dale
Yoder, Nancy Starr; Tom Wofford, Marilyn Rausch; Roger Williams, Gail Childers; Calvin Conn,
Joyce Eberly; Bill Oliver, Sandra
Phillips; and Jim Redding, Beverly Hutton.

atthe

Book Store ic=

Student Center

Recent We.ddings

Beta Tau Gamma
Has Ten Pledges

:

I
Iii

MORRIS &SONS
SEARCY, ARKe ·

I

A Friendly Institution

Fall Favors
the
Midas-Touch

The "PINK" Drug Store
204 North Spring Street
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Wood-·Freeman Lumber Company
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There's a Midas-touch glintf
1 of gold to add lots of ex- j
!citement to this high-vamp j
!pump. It's terrifically tai-j
{ lored of suede in black or1
j beige. Ready to capture I
=admiration.

Only3.99
Heuer's
Shoe Store
SHOE BOX

FALL SALE
1/3 OFF FALL COTIONS
SKIRTS Seat Lined
BLOUSES

All Wool
$5.95 up
$3.95 up

..

POTTERS SHOP
i

I

I

!

West Side Court Square II
+•-iw-1111-u-un-m-1111-111-n-•-•+

1207 E. Race, Searcy

Phone 1736

500 yards from Harding

*

\Seven Harding-ifes Nominated For

4
THE HARDING BISON
Oct. 22, 1959
Searcy, Ark.

Woodrow Wilson Fellowship Awards
Six Harding students and one
Harding graduate are candidates
for the Woodrow Wilson National
Fellowship Foundation awards.
These st udents and their majors are Mike White, chemistry;
Ed Hightower, political science
and math; Jeutonne Patten, English; Ann Bobo, psychology; Gerald Ebker, math; and Sue Vinther, English and political science.
The ·Harding graduate is Dale
·Combs who is now teaching in
Hamaen High School, New Haven, Conn. A biology major, he
graduat ed in 1958.

By Paula Obrecht

IVY TO

~ONTINENTAL

The Continental style is showing its face in almost every item
of casual wear, although it is
making only a wary appearance
in town suits. Off-beat colors,
especially in the burnished golds,
b lues and olives, and unusual designs add their own variety. All
together they offer the regimented male the happy opportunity
to break ranks and show some
individuality in his dress.
The Continental suit moves into the spotlight for fall. The
suit gives a dressier, more formal, apearance than do traditional
styles. The Continental is trim,
with a somewhat shorter jacket,
a more cutaway front and a
slight waist suppression. Detailing may vary. The jacket may
have peaked or notched lapels,

Came,ra Club Members
May Use Darkroom

two or three buttons, squared
off or natural shoulders. Trousers
may be worn cuffless or not, as
one prefers. But these variations seem all to the good, since
they permit
man to choose a
model to his own liking.

a

SHOES TO BOOT

WHC Pledges Greeted
In Ho me of Sponsor
Fifteen girls deceived invitations to be W.H.C. pledges Monday morning, Oct. 19. The same
aftemoon Mrs. Evan Ulrey, club
sponsor, entertained pledges and
pledge-masters. This week, with
many others, the P1e d ges h ave
been doing many odd duties
such as being to breakfast by
6 o'clock, dusting the swings,
and fishing in the lily pond.
Sunday night, Oct. 25, the
fifteen pledges will have an informal initiation 1at Camp Wylde-

~6,

The Italian style shoe of past
seasons gives place to a more
rugged shoe, often higher . cut
and in some cases covering the
ankle. Color news lies in deep
browns and browns with overtones of black to wear with any
suit.

At'TENTION:
Get rid of that "caged look"
by unbuttoning the bottom button on single-breasted suits.
Nature has given us two ears,
two eyes, and but one tongue,
to the end we should hear and

wood.
Monday,
formal :;:::;~:;:::;=::::::==.::=::::::==:::::::;;
see more t han we speak.
initiation
will be Oct.
at the sponsor's
home.
The officers for this year are
Sylvia Johnson, pres.; Ruth Buchanan, v.-pres.; Jane Hickingb ottom, sec.; Judy Dishner, treas.;
SEWING CENTER
Jo Covington, rep.; Bobby
Everett, hist.
NECCHl-ELNA
Those who are pledging W.H.C.
Sewing Machines
are: Karen Shapley, Jean Estes,
Kay McQueen, Johnnie Talbott, Sales,. service and repair on
Carol Richardson, Nancy Patter- all makes sewing machines
son, Barbara Culp, Mary Lou and vacuum cleaners.
Hart, ' Carolyn Maxwell, Alice
Ph. 1456
Mills, Mary Rinehart, Sherry Els- 110 E. Center
Searcy, Ark.
wick, Lin<;la Mowery, Martha McGill, and Genevieve Misenhimer.

Johnson

Elizabeth Ann Shop
Specializing in Junior and Mi ss Shes

·_~~:~#;:~· -~,{~· ~~·~ ;~;~~-~
r

'

·· Three Doors From Rialto Theater

Lo ve b right Dia mond Rings

The main purpose of these fellowships is to encourage qualified
college seniors to ser iously consider teaching in college as a
career.
These fellowships are awarded
for the first-year graduate. study
at the university of the students
choice in the United States or
Canada.
Winners receive a
stipend of $1,500 plus tuition and
fees. In the case of married stu~1.mts, a dependency allowance
is awarded.

'LCs In Silhouette'
Open House Theme

The Las Companeras social
club welcomed people to its open
house with the theme "L. C.'s in
Silhouette." The remainder of
the week was spent on the pledge
material.
Mon., Oct. 19, old members
and pledges met at Echo Haven
to get acquainted. New pledges
wer e sold across the slave block
a nd pledge books, hats and fans
wer e handed out.
The ten pledges who were sold
African Club Becomes
are: Mary Ann Dabbs, Georgia
'Africa Wa Twiita'
Davis, Shirley Drennan, Margaret
"Africa Wa Twiita," which Hicks, Glenda Holder, Marie Kee,
means "Africa calls us," is the Carolyn Leonard, Linda Riley,
new name of the African Club. Shar on Wille, and Carolyn Willis.
Sponsors of the club are H. E.
Pierce and Mrs. Myrtle Rowe.
Club officers are: Stan Shewmaker, pres.; David Hobby, vicepres.; Ed Crookshank, program
director; and Ken Randolph,
rep.
The name of the club states
essentially w hy it exists - because Africa is calling for the
gospel. The primary purpose of
the club is to learn more of
Africa, to inform the student
body of her needs, and to instill
FRIENDLY SERVICE
within eacµ person a desire to
Phone .99

The members of the camera
club extend an invitation to all
who are interested to attend the
next scheduled meeting, Thurs.,
Oct . 22. The club hopes to · organize the meetings, that they
might be beneficial to both
amateur and advanced photographers. The members are entitled to use the darkroom
equipment and chemicals.

DIs Host to AEX
For Joint Stag Outing
At the D'elta Iota club hut in
the mountains, Mon. night, Oct.
12, the Di's treated the AEX
Club to a stag outing. Hot dogs
marshmellows, !JOtato chips, and
soft drinks had to sett le in the
stomachs of the group as they
took a "running hike" down to
the bluff. Leaving the moon-lit
mountain, the sleepy boys retur ned to the campus around
midnight.
Attending the outing wer e: Ron
White, Ron Butterfield, Willie
Cox, Bill O'Da niel, J erry Westbrook, Bobby Schales, Ed Cr ookshank, Walt Evans, Ernie Douglass, Dave MacDougall, and Gary
Sleege. AEX sponsor , Dr . Hedr ick , and DI co-sponsor, Dr. Ott,
accompa nied the group.
llllllllllUllllllllllllClllllllllllllUllllllllllllUllllllllllllUllllllllll

Debaters Take Part In
Oklahoma Conference
Harding debaters recently attended a Pi Kappa Delta debate
workshop at Southeastern State
College in Durant, Okla.
The pr ogr am included discus~
sions of the background, definition of terms and the affirmative
and negative cases for this year's
debate topic.
Those attending from Harding
were : J eutonne Patten, Edna
Knore, Archie Isom, Jerry Daniel,
Richard Klor and Dr. Evan Llrey,
th e debate coach.

Kroh
Ladies Apparel
WELCOMES
Faculty and Students
Come and se~ us ' for ALL
your needs }n
READY TO WEAR

New Building

N~

Spring
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99 ESSO

Searcy Laundry and Cleaners
Two for the price of one on all cleaning.
EXAMPLE: 2 pciir of pants or two skirts for $.50

Pick Up Service

THE TOT SHO P

;ud~o~Af~r~ica~n!~·rmss~·~i~on~w~o~rk~.;;;;;;;;;~~==========~

Stotts Drug Store

Three doors west of the Rialto Threater.

FEATURING:
Marcelle Cosmetics
Revlon
Coty
Dorothy Perkins

For all your Drug Needs see Stotts Drug

SALES • RENTALS • SERVICE

SOUTH SIDE O F COURT SQUARE

Continental PANTS

·$4.98.
O live green, brown , black, blue
gra y, light tan

SOCKS!! - Argyle $.49-.79

The reg iste red diamonds that assu re you of perma ne nt
value always.

e

Sterling S ilv e r by Graham, Towle, Wallace,
a nd Internat ional

e
e

China by Lenox and Syracuse
Crystal by Tiffin, Glastonbury

SHIRTS by Wings
Ta ppered Ta iloring

Ivy Lea gue

MAHAN TYPEWRITER CO.

Two w a tch repairmen for the finest in
J ewelry a nd Watch Repa ir

PARRISH JEWEL'RY

VAN-ATKINS

Victor Business Machines

Sea rc y's Finest De partment Store.

111 E. CENTER AVE.

Roya l Typewriters

Court Square

Harding College
Searcy, Arkansas

Laundry and Cleaners
Serving College and Community ·
GREG RHODES, Mgr.

Phone 110

Pledge Week Has
Dignity This Year
" by

By JIM BROWN

,•

,..

The Bisons are expecting big
things in the way of basketball
this year. With the return of
Captain Leon McQueen plus regulars Jim Citty and Dwight
Smith and with the return of
Bennett Wood and Ken Nicholson the Bisons should be tough.
With the help of all-stater Bill
Wheeler, outstanding freshman,
Larry Brakefield and several othJerry Yeats carries the ball for the Eagles in Tuesday's rag-tag
er good looking freshmen and
game with the Rams. Final score: Rams 21, Eagles 6.
transfers, the Bisons can't be
cqunted out of the race for the ing staff of Peebles, HigginbothA.I.C. championship.
am, Brown, and Mayfield are all
Baseball
J back plus the eligibility of lefty
Jim Cannon and transfer Joe
Turning to baseball and track, Yeargan from F~eed-Hardeman.
Movies wih be sho·w n in the
brighter hopes range ahead. The prospects look bright for a large auditorium on each SatWith the return of outfielder Cliff good year.
urday night on which no other
Sharp and Gerald Casey, both
major activity has been schedTrack
of whom hit .400 plus last seaThe men of the cinder track uled. There will be a cartoon
son with second baseman John are also very optimistic over with each movie.
Bryant, third baseman Ben their chances to take the A.LC.
The committee for selecting
Camp and catcher Buddy McKee, crown. Most of the track team the productions to be shown is
the team should be in good shape are back with the exception of headed by Mary Redwine, prowith some help from freshmen star miler Roger Brown anQ. gram chairman of the Student
and transfers to look toward to sprint relay man Rip VanWinkle. Association cabinet. Other com,that big tournament in Texas The expected addition of more mittee members are: Ron Carter,
this summer. The Bisons' pitch- depth on the track team should Augustine Hendrix, Linda Huntmake them a very strong con- er, Dean Priest, Art Voyles, and
Jeanene Stowe. Studet).ts who
.tender.
All in all t he remainder of the want to see a particular movie
year holds high hopes for the should turn their suggestions in
to one of these committee memBisons.
bers.
Photographer
No admission is charged, but
South Side of Court Square
a collection will be taken to help
the Student Association pay the
We have moved to a cost of showing the films. Robert Qualls is 'to introduce the
new location on WEST movies
and is in charge of takTHE GREEN BARN FLORIST
MARKET and we wish ing up the collection.'

SA Sponsors Mo.vies
On Saturday Evenings

WILLIAM WALKER STUD'IO

Corsages - Arrangemen.t s - Gifts - Novelties
207 North Oak

Phone 336

for all our old and new
customers to come by
to see 1.1s.

Trawicks. Appliance Store
All Major Appliances
Small Appliances, Irons, Mixers, Skillets, Coffee Makers
and Many Other Items
'
Gas Heaters
Televisions
Electric Heaters- (all sizes)
WE SERVICE ALL MODELS

2115 E. Race

Phone 1297

Accessory Pieces

Lamps

Servicenter
Atlas Tubes

Atlas Tires

Recapping -

Atlas Accessories

for a home or apartment at reasonable prices.

Ham.'s Furniture Store

Retreading -

Vulcanizing _

CALL 188

1502 E.

~ace

Phone 930

1210 E. Race

STOP -

Highway 67E

LOOK -

LISTEN

for those money saving bargains

Searc11

,Connie Quattlebaum

FEDERAL SAVINGS AND LOAN
We have both small ~nd large
banquet service for any size pc'irty.
We are looking forward to
your' visit with us.

FURNITURE STORE ·
SOUTH MAIN STREET, HIGHWAY 67 SOU!H

ASSOCIATION
403 West Ar~h.

r -u - 1 " - 1 m -111 -

The l R's of Good Eating

Searcy Business Men
Aid Athletic Program

City Tire Service

Chairs

We have a complete line of furniture

Dr. Leonard Lewis, chairman
of the education department,
urges all Harding graduates planning to ,teach on the junior college level to remain at Harding
for their master's degree.
Dr. Lewis states that qualifications of new teachers for junior and senior colleges are matters of 'concern for officials whose
duties include the recruitment of
these new teachers.
Preparation for this work is indicated by
the progress of the new teacher
in formal study beyond the
bachelor's degree. Four levels
of preparation have been established as, less than a masper's
degree, the master's degree, the
master's degree plus one year,
and the doctor's degree.
Of the 3000 or more new junior college teachers employed
during the past two years only
136 held bacheloF's degrees. This
means that graduates with only
bachelor's degrees have slightly
more than 4 chances in 100 of
securing junior college positions.
All graduates · who plan to
teach on the junior college level
need to complete in its entirety
the program for secondary teachers and then continue study on
the graduate level. This is a
legal requirement in some states
where the junior college is regarded as an extension of the
secopdary school.

Bradley's
Barber Shop

GULF PRODUCTS

Moore's

Dr. Lewis Encourages
Students To Work For
MA Degree A 't Harding

Business men in Searcy are
donating over a period of three
years, funds for the new field
It costs more to revenge in- house and the flood lights at
juries than to bear them.
Alumni Field. They plan to add
a press box to the field also.
The field house contains ·four
He is my friend that helps me,
dressing
rooms,
a
training
and not he that pities me.
room, a coach's office, an e{iuipment room, showers and an officials' dressing room.
It has
WELCOME
facilities for 120 men.
There is a different dressing
TO
room for basketball, football, and
track and one for visitors. The
modern training room contains
a whirl pool, an infa-red light,
and two big training tables.
Coach
Allison says,
"The
Alumni Field is about as fine a
field as I have seen on the interI 03 W. Market
collegiate level. We don't have
enough seating facilities, but if
A Christian Shop
we get good turn-outs, that will
be improved."

Talkington
Gulf Station

Cato's
Barber Shop

Davis

Indians, pioners, queens or
lowly worms - call them what
you will, they are all one thing
this week - pledges.
Harding has entered upon a
new era. I think I'll title it the
era of the "Dignified Pledge
Week."
What. ever you call it, though,
it has a rich heritage. With an
adding machine, a senior math
major, and steadier nerves than
I have, you might find how many
pledges there have been at Harding. But when your labor was
finished, a pledge would moan,
"Then why are they taking their
spite out on me?"
Actually the~e is solace in the
thonght that there are more
things for pledges to do than
ever practiced before. It's nothing
new, of course, to be awakened
by a pledge, but who has ever
been sung to sleep by one ? Bata
Tau pledges have been introducing Thermostrockamortimer for
some time now, but I've never
heard them say it· 50 times in
succession.
These are new ideas, but the
old ones still hold their own.
The Tri Kappa key, the L. · C.
fan, and the Mohican blanket
are among the landmarks tried
and true. Pledges in suits, pledges
in a mess - they are here again
in 1959 with a backlog of tradition.
So, Regina, as you swallow
your egg, or, Galaxy, as you walk
pigeon-toed around the lily pond,
remember - it could be worse.
This year we're dignified.

Basketball

As
the
gritl-iron
classic
reached its half-way mark one
likes to look on to see what is
over the next hill for Harding
intercollegiate competition. But
first let's look at what has already transacted during this fall
season.
Footbali
The Bisons have completed
one-half of their schedule and
have three games remaining on
the schedule with homecoming
against Southern State this Saturday night followed by away
games with Delta State and Mississippi College. Of the three
games the Bisons have managed
to win only one but have looked
better on each outing. Looking
toward next year the Bisons have
everyone of its first two units
returning and some top freshmen
and transfers should make the
Bisons a team to contend with.
Three games remain on the
schedule. If the Bisons should
win two out of these three they
would still end up the season
with a very respectable 3-3 record.

Grae~

*
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Phone 364

Phone 2362
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BOSTONIAN'S

Nite 1585

Any Style
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Ko berson' s

Black

*Brown
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Kendezvous
Kestaurant

Oe

'ssUPER
MARKET.

i!

I

I

$14.95
l
I
!I

Finest in White Count.y

l!!

Serving Good Food for 26 Years

i! Elliott Arnholt's
!

On E. Race Ave.

Highway 67 E•st

Men's Store

500 Yards from Harding

Across from White County Motor Co.
1
=
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Martin Branch Scores Four Times
·Ben Camp Leads In Third Quarter; Down Bisons·33-13
Indians To 11"5
Win Over Yanks
Ben Camp belted three for
three to lead the Indians to an
11-5 victor.{ over the Yanks. At
the end of four innings the game
was tied at 3-3, but the Indians
found the rang'e in the fifth and
collected four runs on five consecutive hits and a fielder's
choice.
Camp's triple followed singles
from the b ats of Treadway, Kelly,
Bush and J ones, accounted -for
the four runs. This volley of runs
proved to be sufficient, as the
Yanks could but muster two in
the remainder of the game. Camp
also connected for a home run
and a triple. All the runs were
set up by either a walk or an
error.
The Orioles capitalized on wild
pitching and 16 free passes to
down the White Sox 9-5. The
Orioles SC<:i'red in every inning
as .t he Sox could counter in
only three. Clary tallied three
runs to lead the Birds in scoring.
The Red Sox broke from the
gate with a rush and with a
combination of five hits, four
free passes and two errors, piled
up eight quick runs over the
Athletics in their first turn. Bill
Belue led the winners in this
inning with two doubles and two
runs. After the first frame the
Athletics buckled do.:V0 and ·allowed only four Sox to cross the
plate while they rolled up ten.
Evans and Redding both connected for round-trippers for the
winners, while Starr, Patterson,
and Miller walloped triples for
the losers.
The mighty FacultY, nine once
again showed its prowess on the
ball diamond by trouncing the
Tigers 14-4, behind the pitching
of Bob Meyers and the hitting of
Meyers, Ganus and Pryor. The
Faculty opened by scoring four
runs in the first inning and adding more in each trip from the
field. The Tigers scoring came
in the first, third and fourth innings.
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Finest Q uality in Searcy
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Dress and Campus
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305 N. Spruce
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The Harding Bisons bowed too------->~-------
the Martin Branch Vols Saturday
held the Martin Vols scoreless.
night by the score of 33-13.
With two seconds left in the ball
The Bisons scored in the first
game Lewis Walker completed a
quarter after coming all the way
pass to Bob Tucker for the Bisons
down the field on short passes by
second touchdoW1;1. of the night.
Lewis Walker and the spectacuRight halfback Jerry Mote carlar running of halfback Jerry
ried across the extra point.
Mote. Most of Walker's passes
were caught by Mote.
Martin came back in the sec- APKs Top Mohicans
ond quarter to score as all-Ameri- 12~4 In Club Sof.tball
can fullback Bobby Fowler went
over for the touchdown. The
Alpha Phi Kappa took advanpoint after touchdown was mis- tage of 13 hits and four Mohican
sed, and the score at halftime errors to come out on the long
was Harding 6, U.T.M.B. 6.
end of a 12-4 score. APK opened
The Bisons, who loked good on the game with two runs on three
defeµ.se during the first half, hits and two errors. In the fourth
couldn't contain the Vols in the frame the APKs broke out with
third quarter as Martin Branch a barage of seven runs on six
scored four times to make the hits and two walks. In both
instances Stone and Mayfield
score 33-6.
Harding tightened up on de- opened the inning with consecufense in the fourth quarter and tive hits and both scored. The
Mohican's scoring was scattered
and was never a serious threat.

Beck Recovering From
Illness, Resumes Tasks

Cecil Beck, dean of men, is recovering from his recent illness
at his home in Vet Village. He
resumed with moderation his
work as dean, supervisor of Armstrong Hall, and director of intramurals.
Mr. Beck was striken with an
illness which has not as yet been
diagnosed by doctors. He spent
two weeks in the hospital and
upon leaving moved from his
apartment in Armstrong to his
present home so that some of
his responsibilities might be relieved.
Mrs. Beck said that she and
her husband "deeply appreciate
the kindness and prayers" of
everyone during her husband's
illness.

AEX fielded only six men in
their much outclassed tilt with
the Pioneer club. The Pioners
scored a total of 34 runs as the
AEX counted their lone tally on
four walks and a fielder's choice
in the second inning.
The Sub-T-16's continued their
winning ways over a gallant, but
out-hit, Galaxy team. Both teams
scored ~wo runs each in the first
inning. Neither scored again until the fifth when the Sub-Ts
chalked up three runs and four,
again in the sixth. The two
Galaxy tallies came on two
walks and a wild throw by
catcher McKee. Ed Higginbotham
homered for Sub-T in the sixth.

SCOREBOARD
Top Ten Hitters
ab

h

Treadway
9
6
Gurganus
10
6
Bush
7
4
Gary
7
4
Hicks
9
5
Belue
8
4
Bryant
8
4
Davis
8
4
Scott
7
3
Redding
10
4
(Based on 7 times at bat)

pct.
.667
.600
.571
.571
.556
.500
.500
.500
.429
.400

Scores
Red Sox 12, Athletics 10
Indians 11, Yanks 5
Orioles 9, White Sox 5

Standings
w
Indians ........ .. .. ............ ..
Orioles ............... ..... ... ...
Red Sox ... .. ..... ............. .
Yanks ............ ..... ... ..... .. .
Faculty .... .... ................ ..
Tigers ............... .......... ...
Athletics ....... .. :........... .
White Sox ... ..... ...... .. .. ..

3
2
2

2
2
1
1
1

L
11
1
1
2
2
2
3

Football
Lions .. ............ .... .... ... ...
Faculty ....... ... .... ... ... ....
Colts ... .. .... .. .. ...............
Browns ..... ..... ... ..... ... .. .
Giants ....... .. .... ...............
Bears .... ...................... ..
Rams ...... .... ..................
Eagles ... .... ......... ....... ...

w
3
3
3
3
2
0
0
0

L
O

1O
1
2
2
2

3

If wisdom's ways you wisely
seek, five things observe with
care: of whom you speak, to
whom you speak, and how, and
when, and where.

Books are the masters who instruct us without rods and ferrules, without hard words and
anger, without food or pay.

Lions Relegate Browns To Second
Place; Colts In Second Place Tie
The Lions took over sole possession of first place in the intramural "rag-tag" football this
past week by whipping the previously undefeated Brown 30-0.
The Colts and Browns are now
tied for second place with identical records of three wins and one
loss behind the Lions who have
no losses with three wins. The
Faculty is also undefeated in
three games, but they are not
eligible for the championship.
Harold Valentine, team captain for the Lions, led his team
to victory by scoring three touchdowns. All of his touchdowns
came on the run-Pa.ss option
play. The longest was from'
twenty yards out. Ed Hightower, the other half of the
Lions' one-two punch, scored one
touchdown also. An interception
and runback__,of thirty yards by
Milo Hadwin accounted for the
other six points.
. The Giants evened their record
with a 12-6 victory over the
Bears. Billy Barden passed to
Chris Dean for one touchdown
and "snuck" over from one yard
out for the other. James Calvert
set up one of the touchdowns
with a fifty yard sprint to put the
ball on the one-yard line. A
weaving run from mid-field by
Ken Dunn gave the Bears their
only score of the day.
The Colts stayed in contention
for the title by romping over the
winless Rams 26-12. John Daniels
threw two touchdown passes,

one each to Gary McLachen and
Charlie Bodie. John Billingsley
accounted for the other two with.
some shifty r unning. J immy
Thompson was outstanding on
defense for the Colts. The Rams
were led on offense by Jack
Kinningham who scored one of
their touchdowns.
Jerry Yates took the opening
kick-off and raced to pay-dirt
for the Eagles, but from then on
it was' on it was entirely the
Faculty's show. Marsh Goodson
took the return kick and raced
to a touchdown for the Faculty.
Goodson also scored two others.
Cliff Ganus ran for one touchdown and passed to Ted Lloyd
for the other two to round out
the scoring for the day.

Buy From BISON Ads!
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YO U' RE WELCOME

I

TO

Deluxe
Barber Shop
Welton

Walls

Cooper

Wes t Side of Court House
+•-•-na-•-111-1t11-1111-1n-1111-•1- 1+

Ten Pin Lanes
Bowl fo r Fu n a nd Health

TIRES-BATTERIES-ANTl-FREEZE

EAST RACE STREET

Co mplete Con Servicing

Congratulations
To all new Students of
Hard ing College •• • We
wish the best of everything.
BEST PLACE IN TOWN

Washing - Lu brication - Battery Charging
PICKUP AND DELIVERY SERVICE

Super Conoco Service Station
Walter E. Dawson
E. Race and Blakeney

TO TRADE

Phone 921

Hart Auto Service
Ian alumnus of Harding)

WE HAVE COMPLETE AUTO SERVICE
WITH THE BEST IN REPAIRS

SO UTHERN
AUTO STORE

Day Phone 420

Night Phone 854-W

ii~~~~~;;;;;;;;;~
I
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Sa les and Service on All Makes
ALL WO RK GUARANTEED
Corn Dogs on a Stick .. l 5c
17 for $1 .00)
Regular Hot Dogs ...... l 5c
(7 for $1.00)

Nichols Radio & TV Service

13 03 E. Race

Phone 398

Hamburgers .. 6 for $1.00
Spanish Hot Dogs ... ... 20c

CENTRA L
BARB'ER SHOP

Cheeseburgers ...... .. .... 30c

310 N. Spring

Hamburgers ..... ... ... ..... 25c

• Claude
• Julian
•Ode

French Fries .. .. .. .. ........ 20c

Breadea Tenderloin .... 30c
Barbecue . . .. .. . . .. . .. . .. .. .. 35c

Bargain Counter
$2.91 $3.99
$2.88

ROOT BEER
5 c & l Oc--Quarts 20c
Ha lf G al. 35c-Gal. 65c
lplus l Oc cont. charge)

Berryhill's
Sporting·Goods
We have the best
in all types
of Sports Equipment

Of Two Minds

A&W O ra ng e Drink .... l Oc
Mal-ts a nd Shakes ... .. . 25c
Ro ot Beer Freeze ........ 25c
Root Bee r Floats 1Sc & 25c

*

Excellent Service

*

Best Food

~eg i st er

North Walnut
at East Race
!Just no'rth o f
D-X Station)

for the Guess the Freeze Contest

Modern Shoe Store
WEST SIDE OF COURT HOUSE ' SQUARE

Jn the one hand. ·you have Thirsty G. Smith.
Good taste to him means zest and zip in a
oeverage, sparkle and lift and all like that •••
On the other hand, T. Gourmet Smythe
perceives good taste as the right, fit and proper
refreshment for a Di.Qcriminating Coterie.
<fo? •• • Have it both ways! Coca-Cola
. •• so good in taste, in such good taste.
Et vous?
SIGN OF GOOD TASTE
aottled under authority of The Coca·Cola ~ompany by

COCA-COLA BOTTLING COMPANY OF ARKANSAS

